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While not directly
related to Elsa,
scattered showers and
storms will likely
increase in coverage
Wednesday afternoon.

Heavy rain, gusty winds,
isolated tornadoes, and
possible minor coastal
flooding will spread
northward across NC late
Wednesday night and
through the day Thursday.

Conditions will begin
to improve from
south to north
Thursday night as
Elsa exits
northeastern NC.

An approaching
trough will lead to
scattered showers
and storms on
Friday.

Tropical Storm Elsa
•

Tropical Storm Watches are now in effect for portions of NC. A westward shift in track has
resulted in a westward expansion of the rain, wind, and tornado threat across NC.

•

Generally 1-3” of rain, with isolated totals up to 5” across central and eastern NC Wednesday
evening – Thursday night could lead to areas of flash flooding. The location of the heaviest rain
will be determined by the eventual track and could shift west or east with any forecast changes.

•

Gusty winds and isolated tornadoes will be possible Wednesday night – Thursday night. The
strongest winds and greatest tornado threat will be to the east of Elsa’s track.

•

Strong winds could lead to some minor coastal flooding concerns, large seas, dangerous rip
currents, and hazardous marine conditions late Wednesday – Thursday night.

✓ Tropical Storm Watches are in effect
for portions of NC.
✓ A westward shift in track has resulted
in a westward expansion of the rain,
wind, and tornado threat across NC.
✓ The forecast cone is not an impact
cone! Impacts can be felt far from the
storm’s center.

Tropical Storm Watch
Tropical Storm Warning

Tropical Storm Watches are in effect for portions of eastern NC. A Tropical Storm Watch means that
tropical storm conditions are possible within the watch area within 48 hours. Tropical Storm
Warnings are in effect to our south for portions of SC. A Tropical Storm Warning means that tropical
storm conditions are expected somewhere within the warning area within 36 hours.

There remains the risk of tropical storm force winds across the eastern half of the state. The most
likely arrival time of tropical storm force winds would be Thursday morning across southern
portions of the state, spreading northeastward throughout the day Thursday. However, tropical
storm force winds could arrive as early as pre-dawn hours Thursday morning.

The westward shift in track has resulted in the strongest wind gusts spreading farther
west. Expected wind gusts will be dependent on how quickly Elsa weakens after landfall.

The heaviest rain from Elsa is expected late Wednesday night – Thursday evening. 1-3” of rain, with
locally higher totals (up to 5”) could lead to areas of flash flooding. Rainfall totals and the location of
the heaviest rain will be heavily dependent on the exact track and strength of the storm.

Wednesday –
Wednesday Night

Thursday –
Thursday Night

A few severe storms including isolated tornadoes will be possible
Wednesday night through Thursday evening, largely along and east of the
US-1 Corridor. Tornadoes associated with tropical systems are generally very
brief but offer very little lead time.

HAZARD

DETAILS

IMPACTS

THREAT

Up to 2 ft. above ground level within
surge prone areas along the coast and
sounds.

Significant storm surge is not currently
expected. Minor water level rise/coastal
flooding will be possible Thursday
through early Friday morning.

Low

Heavy Rain/
Flooding

1-3” of rain with isolated totals up to 5”
will be possible across NC late
Wednesday – Thursday night.

Localized/isolated flash flooding will be
possible through Thursday night. Rainfall
totals and the location of the heaviest
rain will be heavily dependent on the
exact track and strength of the storm.

Moderate

Damaging Winds

Wind gusts in excess of tropical-stormforce are possible within the Coastal
Plain and along the Coast. Tropicalstorm-force winds are now possible
across portions of Central NC.

Widespread wind impacts are not
currently expected, but isolated downed
trees and power outages will be
possible. Elsa is currently forecast to be
a low end tropical storms while moving
through NC.

Moderate

Storm Surge

Tornadoes

A few isolated tornadoes will be possible Wednesday night - Thursday for the
eastern half of NC, largely along and east of the US-1 corridor. Tornadoes
associated with tropical systems are generally brief but offer very little lead time.

Low

Marine & Coastal

Strong winds and large waves will create hazardous marine conditions. There will
also be an increased rip current risk for much of the remainder of the week.

Low

Threat Levels:

None

Low

Moderate

High

Extreme

